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This paper discusses on-line estimation of rotor body parameters of the synchronous hydro-generator under
saturated condition. A new model of the saturated synchronous salient-pole machine, based on the saturated syn-
chronous inductances which are estimated from measured steady-state operating data, is presented. Using this
model the excitation disturbance responses of the saturated synchronous generator are simulated. The synthetic
data, obtained by these simulations, are used for testing the estimation procedures and models for both the field and
damper winding under saturated condition. It is shown that,by comparison with unsaturated condition, estimation
models become more complex and estimation procedures are generally less robust. Particularly, when the damper
winding is under consideration, it has been shown that the estimation process gives wrong parameters if the machine
saturation characteristic obtained by measurements is notperfectly accurate. Results of measurements performed
on the 34 MVA generator in the Peruća hydroelectric power plant in Croatia are presented. The paper also discusses
the influence of the measurement noise on the estimation process.
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Utjecaj zasícenja na identifikaciju parametara sinkronog generatora u pogonu. U radu se razmatra “on-
line” estimacija rotorskih parametara sinkronog hidrogeneratora u uvjetima zasićenja. Razvijen je jedan novi
model zasícenog sinkronog stroja s istaknutim polovima koji se temelji na mjerenjima sinkronih reaktancija u
stacionarnom stanju. Na temelju tog modela simulirani su odzivi zasícenog sinkronog generatora pri promjeni
uzbudnog napona. Odzivi dobiveni simulacijom korišteni suza testiranje estimacijskih postupaka i modela u uvje-
tima zasícenja, kako za uzbudni tako i za prigušni namot. U usporedbi snezasícenim stanjem, pokazano je da
estimacijski modeli postaju kompleksniji dok su estimacijski postupci manje robusni. Napose, kada se razmatra
prigušni namot, pokazano je da estimacijski postupak daje pogrešne parametre ako karaketristika zasićenja stroja
nije potpuno tǒcna. Prikazani su rezultati mjerenja dobiveni na generatoru snage 34 MVA u hidroelektrani Peruća.
U radu se također razmatra utjecaj mjernog šuma na estimacijski postupak.

Klju čne riječi: identifikacijski postupci, estimacija parametara, model zasícenja, sinkroni strojevi

1 INTRODUCTION

A valid model of synchronous generators with accurate
parameters is essential for a correct analysis of power sys-
tems steady-state and dynamic performance. The standard
model structures of synchronous generators are specified
in IEC and IEEE standards [1,2] and the main problem is
to find the parameters of those known structure. The tradi-
tional methods of the standard model parameter determina-
tion, like short-circuit tests, standstill frequency response
and open circuit frequency response, have some shortcom-
ings. The main of them is that these methods do not take
into account parameters deviation due to changes of load-
ing level since the tests are mainly carried out when the
machine is not in service. Also, the procedures involve
costly and time-consuming tests.

To overcome the shortcomings of the traditional meth-
ods, and to include nonlinearities due to saturation, on-
line identification methods have been suggested [3-20]. In
these methods it tries to estimate parameters of the known
model structure from on-line measurements during a small
or large machine disturbance. Along with the identifica-
tion strategy, papers differ in the estimation procedure, the
model structure and kind of the system disturbance during
measurements. The excitation disturbance of the machine
is the most convenient since it does not interfere with nor-
mal operating conditions.

Validation studies that are commonly conducted to
prove the estimated parameters are based on the compar-
ison of simulation and measurement during a large excita-
tion disturbance. Since the damper currents are not mea-
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Fig. 1. Measurement configuration installed on 34 MVA generator in HPP Peruća

surable, the question arises if this kind of validation is good
enough to prove the damper winding parameters. Namely,
during this kind of disturbance, simulated and measured
responses of the armature and field currents can match very
well with wrong estimates of the damper winding. This
could be reason why unacceptable results for the damper
winding parameters can be found in some papers. For in-
stance, the damper winding inductance identified in refer-
ence [17] is four times bigger than the field winding one.
And opposite to that, the damper winding inductance of
the synchronous generator is commonly less than the field
winding one [21-25].

In this paper the influence of nonlinearity due to satu-
ration on estimation of the rotor body parameters is dis-
cussed. A new model of the saturated synchronous ma-
chine has been established and used to produce the syn-
thetic data for the investigation purpose. Two different
saturation models of the salient-pole synchronous machine
have been used to investigate the accuracy and robustness
of estimation process under saturated conditions [26,27].
These models are based on the measured saturation char-
acteristics of the 34 MVA generator in the Peruća hydro-
electric power plant (HPP). It has been shown that estima-
tion of the damper winding parameters is very sensitive to
the accuracy of the saturation characteristics. Practically,
a correct estimation of the damper winding parameters is
only possible if the identified machine saturation charac-
teristic perfectly matches the actual one.

2 ESTIMATION MODELS OF UNSATURATED
MACHINE

In the papers dealing with on-line synchronous machine
parameters identification, the procedure is usually divided
in two steps [15-19]. The first step of the estimation pro-
cess involves estimation of the armature circuit parameters
and the second step the rotor body parameters. In refer-
ence [8] a methodology is presented where estimation of
the rotor body parameters is divided in two steps, i.e. the
field winding and the damper winding parameters are esti-
mated separately. According to that methodology, separate
estimation models for armature, field and damper winding
are established. These models are presented below.

The measurement configuration used to provide data for
parameter estimation in this study is shown in Fig. 1. In
this configuration, the air-gap sensor is used for the power
angle measurement which is necessary to obtain thed-
andq-axis terminal voltages (ud, uq) and currents (id, iq)
[11,18,19,28]. Such a configuration is installed on the 34
MVA generator in HPP Perúca.

2.1 Armature winding

The armature winding estimation model is established
in terms ofdq axis variables assuming that the machine is
connected to a power system with balanced conditions, the
electrical frequency is constant, and the damper winding
currents and the rate of changes of stator flux linkages are
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equal zero. The armature resistance can also be neglected
when the large machine is under the test. Thus, the fol-
lowing model can be used for estimation of the armature
circuit parameters [17-19]

[
ud

uq

]
=
[

0 ωiq
2
3ωi

∗
f 0

0
−ωid

] L∗md

Lq

Ld

 (1)

wherei∗f is the measured field current,L∗md is product of
the field to armature turns ratio (a) and mutuald-axis in-
ductance (L∗md = aLmd), ω is rotor electrical angular ve-
locity, Ld andLq are synchronous inductances in thed-
andq-axis, respectively. If generator is not under saturated
condition, i.e. linearity is satisfied, the parametersL∗md,
Lq andLd are constant and the estimation procedure can
be performed to identify them. Thereafter, the value of
turns ratio is calculated as follows

a =
L∗md

Ld − Lσs
(2)

where value of armature leakage inductance (Lσs) is given
by manufacturer-supplied values, or it can be measured by
using off-line procedure [1,29].

Thus, the model (1) can be used to identify the arma-
ture unsaturated mutual inductance and the turns ratio. If
the linearity is not satisfied, the described estimation pro-
cedure does not work. To satisfy linearity, in real operating
conditions the test data should be generated by conducting
a small excitation disturbance with the machine operating
at light load and under-excited. This is proposed in refer-
ences [17-19] as the first stage of the armature parameters
estimation.

WhenLσs anda are known, the saturated synchronous
inductancesLd andLq can be calculated for each steady-
state operating point by using the following equations [8]

Ld =
Uq + 2

3aI
∗
fωLσs

ω
(

2
3aI

∗
f − Id

) (3)

Lq =
Ud

ωIq
(4)

where the capital letters denote the steady-state voltages
and currents.

For the synchronous machines with high power density
it is not possible to achieve linearity at normal operating
conditions.Thus, in such cases, the turns ratio can not be
estimated by using above described procedure. To over-
come this problem the turns ratio can be determined by us-
ing an on-line estimation procedure proposed in references
[26,27], which is based on the steady-state operating data.

2.2 Field winding

After the armature winding parameters are already de-
termined in the previous step, the field winding resistance
(Rf ) and leakage inductance (Lσf ) can be estimated by
using test data generated by performing a small excitation
disturbance caused by a change of the field voltage. In that
condition, the damper winding currents and the changes of
the stator flux linkages can be neglected and the electri-
cal frequency assumed to be constant. Since the armature
winding parameters are known, the following model can be
used for estimation of the field winding leakage inductance
[8,21-25]

∆uf = Rf∆îf +
d∆ψf

dt
(5)

∆îf =
1

L̂σf + kdLσs

(
∆ψf − kd∆uq

ω

)
(6)

whereuf is the field voltage,ψf is the field winding flux
linkage, and

kd =
Lmd

Lσs + Lmd
(7)

Note that in above expressions the small-displacements
of the machine variables are introduced in order to avoid
the calculation of the initial condition forψf . If the linear-
ity is satisfied, all parameters in (5)-(7) are constant and the
estimation procedure can be performed in order to identify
Lσf . The field winding resistance is determined by on-
line measurements under steady-state conditions. In (5)
and (6),∆uf and∆uq are the measured input variables;
∆îf is the estimated output variable and∆ψf is the state
variable with the zero initial value.

2.3 Damper winding

The damper winding parameters are estimated in the
last step when the parameters of the armature and the field
winding are already identified. The only allowed assump-
tion is that the electrical frequency is constant. Under un-
saturated condition and without measurement noise, the
damper winding parameters (RD, LσD, RQ, LσQ) can be
estimated by using the test data generated by conducting a
small excitation disturbance caused by a sudden change of
the field voltage. Using measured variablesud, uq, id, iq,
uf andif , the estimation models for thed- andq-axis are
established separately. First, the armature and field wind-
ing flux linkages are determined by numerical integration
of the following equations [8,21-25]

dψd

dt
= ud + ωψq +Rsid (8)
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dψq

dt
= uq − ωψd +Rsiq (9)

dψf

dt
= uf −Rf if (10)

whereRs is the stator resistance,ψd andψq are the flux
linkages in thed- andq-axis, respectively.

Whenψd, ψq andψf are known, the estimation models
for the d- andq-axis can be established [8]. Thed-axis
estimation model is given by

0 = R̂DiD +
dψD

dt
(11)

iD =
1
L′′D

(
ψD − kdLσs

Lσf + kdLσs
ψf − kdLσf

Lσf + kdLσs
ψd

)
(12)

îf =
1
L′′f

(
ψf − kdLσs

L̂σD + kdLσs

ψD − kdL̂σD

L̂σD + kdLσs

ψd

)
(13)

îd =
1
L′′d

(
kf L̂σD

L̂σD + kfLσf

ψf +
kfLσf

L̂σD + kfLσf

ψD − ψd

)
(14)

whereψD andiD are thed-axis damper winding flux link-
age and current, respectively, and

kf =
Lmd

Lσf + Lmd
(15)

L′′d = Lσs +
1

1
Lmd

+ 1
Lσf

+ 1
L̂σD

(16)

L′′f = Lσf +
1

1
Lmd

+ 1
Lσs

+ 1
L̂σD

(17)

L′′D = L̂σD +
1

1
Lmd

+ 1
Lσs

+ 1
Lσf

(18)

Similarly, q-axis estimation model can be written as

0 = R̂QiQ +
dψQ

dt
(19)

iQ =
1

L̂σQ + kqLσs

(ψQ − kqψq) (20)

îq =
1

Lσs + kQL̂σQ

(ψq − kQψQ) (21)

whereψQ andiQ are theq-axis damper winding flux link-
age and current, respectively, and

kq =
Lmq

Lσs + Lmq
(22)

kQ =
Lmq

L̂σQ + Lmq

(23)

whereLmq is the mutual inductance in theq-axis.

The input variables of the estimation model (11)-(18)
are the flux linkagesψd andψf . The currentŝid and îf
are the output variables and the flux linkageψD is the state
variable. In the estimation model (19)-(23)ψq is the input
variable,̂iq is the output variable andψQ is the state vari-
able. If the linearity is satisfied, all parameters in above es-
tablished models are constant and the separate estimation
procedures can be performed to identify damper winding
parameters (RD, LσD,RQ, LσQ).

The estimation models (5)-(7), (11)-(18) and (19)-(23)
were tested by using synthetic data (without noise cor-
ruption) obtained by the machine standard model simula-
tions. For the purpose of parameters estimation Levenberg-
Marquardt curve-fitting algorithm has been used [30]. By
this testing, the perfect estimates are obtained for all the
parameters of the standard machine model.

3 MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF ONE-
SATURATED-GENERATOR INFINITE-BUS
SYSTEM

3.1 Modelling of saturation

In order to investigate the influence of saturation on the
rotor body parameters estimation, it is of great importance
to have a reliable mathematical model of the saturated syn-
chronous machine. The nonlinear variation of the saturated
mutual inductances in thed- andq-axis, identified by on-
line estimation presented in subsection 2.1, can be used
for saturation model development. In the papers dealing
with this subject, two different approaches can be found.
A neural network approach is presented in references [15-
17] and an analytical approach in references [21,26,27].
The later one is used in this study to establish mathemati-
cal model of the saturated synchronous machine.

Hence, in accordance with subsection 2.1, firstly, sat-
urated synchronous inductancesLd andLq are estimated
from a total of 88 steady-state operating points measured
on the 34 MVA generator in HPP Peruća. Based on these
estimates the machine saturation characteristics can be ob-
tained in the following form [21,31]

ψmd = Lmd(imd, imq) · imd (24)
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ψmq = Lmq(imq, imd) · imq (25)

whereψmd andψmq are the main flux linkages in thed-
andq-axis, respectively. The magnetizing current in thed-
axis (imd) andq-axis (imq) may be expressed in per-unit
system as follows

imd = if + iD − id (26)

imq = iQ − iq (27)

whereif is the field current in per-unit on the reciprocal
system of Rankin [2]. Note that under steady-state condi-
tion iD andiQ are equal zero. The mutual inductances in
(24) and (25) are obtained from estimated values ofLd and
Lq as

Lmd = Ld − Lσs (28)

Lmq = Lq − Lσs (29)

Based on estimates forLd andLq, and measured values
of imd andimq the machine saturation characteristics are
modelled by the polynomial functions in two variables as
follows [26,27]

Ld =
m∑

j=1

(j + 1)ij−1
md

m∑
k=1

cjki
k+1
mq + C1 (30)

Lq =
m∑

j=1

ij+1
md

m∑
k=1

cjk(k + 1)ik−1
mq + C2 (31)

wherem is positive integer defining the order (2m) of
the polynomial functions,cjk, C1, andC2 are the poly-
nomial coefficients. These coefficients are determined by
using the linear least-squares fitting technique [26]. Above
polynomials satisfy the reciprocity property [31], which is
immanent to the conservative magnetic field, and conse-
quently they are valid for the saturation modelling in dy-
namic conditions.

For the generator under the test, the fitting surfaces for
saturated synchronous inductance in thed- andq-axis are
obtained and shown in Fig. 2. In the region of mea-
surements, these surfaces are well matched with the mea-
surements at all the considered 88 points. This region is
bounded with dashed line in Fig. 2. The overall aver-
age discrepancy is less than 1%. From Fig. 2 it can be
seen that the cross-magnetizing phenomenon has a consid-
erable influence on both thed- andq-axis mutual induc-
tances. As can be seen, both surfaces significantly deviate

Fig. 2. Variation of saturated synchronous inductances as
function ofimd andimq

outside dashed line due to the lack of the measured operat-
ing points and the high order of the polynomial functions
(2m = 16). Polynomials (30) and (31) can be significantly
simplified without reducing overall accuracy of saturation
characteristics if reciprocity condition is neglected. Byne-
glecting this condition following polynomials are obtained
[26,27]

Ld =
m∑

j=0

ijmd

n∑
k=0

ajki
k
mq (32)

Lq =
m∑

j=0

ijmq

n∑
k=0

bjki
k
md (33)

wherem and n are positive integers defining the order
(m + n) of the polynomial functions,ajk and bjk (j =
0, 1, 2 . . .m, k = 0, 1, 2 . . . n) are the polynomial coeffi-
cients given in Appendix A. By comparison to (30) and
(31), coefficients of polynomial (32) and (33) are deter-
mined separately for thed- and q-axis using the linear
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least-squares fitting technique. For the machine under the
test the overall average discrepancy of the fitting surfaces,
defined by (32) and (33), from the measurements is less
than 0.5%.

For the sake of simplicity, from this point forward we
will refer to polynomials (30) and (31) as "dynamic satura-
tion model", and to polynomials (32) and (33) as "steady-
state saturation model".

3.2 Model of saturated salient-pole synchronous ma-
chine

Now, previously presented saturation model will be
implemented in the standard mathematical model of the
salient-pole synchronous machine. Assuming positive sta-
tor current is out of terminals, as shown in Fig. 4, the volt-
age equations, in per-unit system and the rotor reference
frame, may be expressed in matrix form as [21-25]

dψ

dt
= u−Ri+ e (34)

where

ψ = [ψd, ψf , ψD, ψq, ψQ] T

i = [−id, if , iD, −iq, iQ] T

u = [ud, uf , 0, uq, 0] T

e = [ωψd, 0, 0, −ωψq, 0] T

R = diag(Rs, Rf , RD, Rs, RQ)

Subsequently, the equation of motion may be written as

dω

dt
=

1
2H

(MT −Me) (35)

whereH is the inertia constant,MT is the externally ap-
plied mechanical torque, and the electromagnetic torque is
defined by

Me = ψdiq − ψqid (36)

The relationship between the flux linkages and winding
currents in thed-andq-axis may be arranged into the ma-
trix form as follows





−id
if
iD



 =

=





Lσs + Lmd Lmd Lmd

Lmd Lσf + Lmd Lmd

Lmd Lmd LσD + Lmd





−1

·




ψd

ψf

ψD





(37)

[ −iq
iQ

]
=
[
Lσs + Lmq Lmq

Lmq LσQ + Lmq

]−1

·
[
ψq

ψQ

]
(38)

In standard mathematical model, the mutual induc-
tancesLmd andLmq are assumed to be constant. In order
to implement saturation effects into the standard mathe-
matical model,Lmd andLmq have to be expressed as func-
tions of the magnetizing currentsimd andimq according to
the "dynamic" or "steady-state" saturation model, taking
into account relations (28) and (29).

Based on (26) and (27) it is clear, from simulation stand-
point, that an iterative procedure is needed to calculate cur-
rents in (37) and (38). Obviously, it is not possible to find
solution for thed-axis winding currents separately from
the q-axis winding currents. A block diagram depicting
the proposed iterative method for calculation of the cur-
rents in both axes is shown in Fig. 3. Hence, the procedure
begins by assuming the initial values for currents equal to
those in the previous integration step while the flux link-
ages are presumed to be known. Thereafter, the loop needs
to carry on until the convergence of all the currents is at-
tained. It should be pointed out that the iterative procedure
illustrated in Fig. 3 is a bottleneck in the computer simula-
tion since it needs to be carried out during each integration
step.

Fig. 3. Simulation of saturation in both axes of a salient-
pole synchronous machine

3.3 Generator connection to infinite bus

In this section a model of transmission line connecting
the synchronous generator to an infinite bus will be devel-
oped. This is necessary when generator with automatic
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Fig. 4. Equivalent-circuit models in d- and q-axis of synchronous generator connected to infinite bus

voltage regulator is considered. In addition, this model
provides terminal voltage calculation for the purpose of the
identification algorithm testing. In order to establish this
model the network under consideration should be replaced
with Thevenin equivalent circuit. Besides, it is necessary
to introduce the fictitious resistorsR∗

d andR∗
q across the

generator terminals as shown in Fig. 4. In that way it is
possible to calculate the terminal voltages which are the
input variables of the generator mathematical model (34)-
(38).

By introducing the fictitious resistors two additional
state variables (ide, iqe) are appeared, and two new volt-
age equations should be written as follows

dide

dt
=

1
Le

(ud − ude + ω Leiqe) (39)

diqe

dt
=

1
Le

(uq − uqe − ω Leiqe) (40)

whereLe is the equivalent transmission line inductance.
For simplicity, the lossless transmission line is assumed.

The d- and q-components of Thevenin voltage (ude,
uqe) are the input variables of the one-generator infinite-
bus system model and can be expressed as

ude = Ue sin δe (41)

uqe = Ue cos δe (42)

whereδe is the rotor angle defined as the electrical angular
displacement of the rotor relative to the space vector of
Thevenin voltage. Consequently,

dδe
dt

= ω − ωe (43)

whereωe is the electrical angular velocity of Thevenin
voltage.

Now, thed- andq-components of terminal voltage and
the generator power angle (δ) are the output variables and
can be calculated as follows

ud = R∗
d (id − ide) (44)

uq = R∗
q

(
iq − iqe

)
(45)

δ = tan−1 ud

uq
(46)

It has been found out that a satisfactory accuracy is assured
if values of the fictitious resistors are chosen as follows

R∗
d = 1000 udo/ido (47)
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R∗
q = 1000 uqo

/
iqo (48)

whereudo, uqo, ido, iqo are the voltages and currents at the
initial operating point. By increasing the values ofR∗

d and
R∗

q a slight improvement of the simulation accuracy can be
obtained, but this can also result in numerical instability.

3.4 Excitation system

In order to simulate the excitation disturbance that can
be performed on the generator in real plant it is necessary
to model the generator excitation system. For the consid-
ered 34 MVA generator in HPP Peruća the field winding
is supplied from a three-phase fully controlled thyristor
bridge which is connected to the generator terminals by
the excitation transformer.

The excitation system model must be suitable for rep-
resenting the actual excitation equipment performance for
large disturbances as well as for small perturbations. In ref-
erence [32] the excitation system models suitable for use
in large-scale system stability studies are presented. These
model structures are intended to facilitate the use of field
test data as a means of obtaining model parameters. In ac-
cordance with reference [32], the analogue static excitation
system model of type ST1A and the corresponding digi-
tal version of type ST5B are taken into consideration. For
simplicity, all the inputs except the terminal voltage refer-
ence are neglected. A much-simplified version of the con-
sidered excitation system and generator is shown in Fig. 5
in form of the transfer function block diagram. As can be
seen, the excitation system is represented with the transfer
function of proportional-integral (PI) controller, wherethe
proportional gainKP includes the controller and static ex-
citer gain,TI is the integral time of controller,Ufmin and
Ufmax are the field voltage limits. TheTU is the time con-
stant of the terminal voltage transducer.

Fig. 5. Simplified block diagram of excitation system and
generator

Note that corresponding of the symbols of the param-
eters used in this paper and their values are given in Ap-
pendix B.

4 INFLUENCE OF SATURATION ON ROTOR
BODY PARAMETERS ESTIMATION

The identification procedure presented in section 2 can
be also applied under saturated conditions. In comparison
with the linear estimation models, the only difference is
that the parameters of the estimation models are not con-
stant under saturated conditions.

4.1 Field winding parameters

In the field winding estimation model defined in (5)-(7),
thekd is only coefficient that depends on the mutual induc-
tances, i.e. on an operating point. Accordingly, based on
(5)-(7), the field winding estimation model of the saturated
machine can be established as follows

∆uf = Rf∆îf +
d∆ψf

dt
(49)

∆îf = 1
L̂σf +kdoLσs

·
·
[
∆ψf − kdo∆uq

ωs
−∆kd

(
Lσsifo + kdouqo

ωs

) ] (50)

∆kd = kd(ifo + ∆îf , ido + ∆id, iqo + ∆iq)− kdo (51)

where indexo denotes values at the initial operating point.

Since∆kd is function of∆îf , an iteration procedure
should be applied to solve equation (50). This can be
avoided if the measured field current (∆if ), instead of the
estimated one (∆îf ), is used in (51). In that waykd be-
comes a known function of the measured armature and
field winding currents. This makes that the estimation pro-
cess becomes more stable and robust.

The testing of the estimation algorithm, for both the
field and damper winding parameters, is performed by us-
ing synthetic data in three stages. First, the algorithm is
tested with synthetic data generated by the one-machine
infinite-bus system model simulation where the same ("dy-
namic") saturation model is used for the generator mod-
elling and establishing of the estimation algorithm.

To provide synthetic data for testing of the field winding
estimation algorithm, the field side of the machine should
be disturbed in such a way that the contribution of damper
winding currents can be neglected. This can be performed
by a linear increase of the field voltage or current. Such
simulated disturbance responses, which have been used for
synthetic data generation, are shown in Fig. 6. By per-
forming the first stage of testing, it has been shown that the
estimation is possible to be performed and the deviations
of the estimates from their true values are negligible.

The second stage of algorithm testing is to implement
the estimation process with the same synthetic data as in
the first stage and with the estimation algorithm established
by using the "steady-state saturation model" which slightly
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Fig. 6. Simulated disturbance responses used for syntheticdata generation in order to estimateLσf performed in operat-
ing pointUs = 0.962 p.u., P = 0.627 p.u.,Q = 0.093 p.u.

differs from the "dynamic" one. In that way, the influ-
ence of slight deviations between two considered satura-
tion models on the estimation process has been tested.

Finally, synthetic data are noise corrupted and then the
effect of noise on the estimation process is evaluated. For
that purpose the following noise corruption equation is
used [18]

sn(k) = s(k) +
∣∣∣∣ s(k)SNR

∣∣∣∣ w(k) (52)

wheresn ands represent noise corrupted and noise free
measurements, respectively,SNR is the signal to noise
ratio, andw(k) is the white noise signal with normal distri-
bution.

Table 1 depicts the estimated parameters, obtained by
using both the linear (5)-(7) and nonlinear estimation
model (49)-(51). As can be seen from Table 1, the es-
timated value of the field winding leakage inductance is
reasonably reliable up toSNR = 200:1 when estimation
model (49)-(51) is applied. If the linear estimation model
is used, the error obtained in case of no noise corruption
is about 10%. According to that, it can be concluded that
the influence of the saturation should be taken into account
when the field winding leakage inductance is estimated.
In accordance with Fig. 10, it has been found out that the
noise level in the case of the machine under the test is

too high to accurately estimate the field leakage inductance
(SNR<100:1). Future work will involve investigation and
application of new algorithms and techniques in order to
decrease influence of measurement noise on the estimation
procedure for obtainingLσf .

Table 1. Estimates of field winding parameterLσf

Case Estimates (p.u.) Error (%)
Noise Linear 0.166 −9.3
Free Nonlin. 0.182 −0.5

SNR = Linear 0.166 ↔ 0.167 −9.3 ↔ −8.7
1000:1 Nonlin. 0.182 ↔ 0.183 −0.5 ↔ +0.0
SNR = Linear 0.166 ↔ 0.168 −9.3 ↔ −8.2

500:1 Nonlin. 0.182 ↔ 0.184 −0.5 ↔ +0.5
SNR = Linear 0.170 ↔ 0.173 −7.1 ↔ −5.5

200:1 Nonlin. 0.185 ↔ 0.188 +1.1 ↔ +2.7
SNR = Linear 0.181 ↔ 0.191 −1.1 ↔ +4.3

100:1 Nonlin. 0.193 ↔ 0.201 +5.4 ↔ +9.8
SNR = Linear 0.220 ↔ 0.234 +20 ↔ +28

50:1 Nonlin. 0.227 ↔ 0.240 +24 ↔ +31

4.2 Damper winding parameters

Under saturated conditions, the damper winding esti-
mation model becomes more complex in comparison with
the field winding one. Seven parameters of the estimation
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model, described by (11)-(14) and (19)-(21), depend on
variation of the saturated mutual inductances in thed- and
q-axis. Since data are generated under subtransient condi-
tions when all the machine windings are excited, it may be
written

kd = kd(id, if , îD, iq, îQ)
kf = kf (id, if , îD, iq, îQ)
kq = kq(id, if , îD, iq, îQ)
kQ = kQ(id, if , îD, iq, îQ)
L′′d = L′′d(id, if , îD, iq, îQ)
L′′f = L′′f (id, if , îD, iq, îQ)
L′′D = L′′D(id, if , îD, iq, îQ)

(53)

whereid, if andiq are the measured, andîD, îQ are the es-
timated currents. Besides, due to the cross-magnetization
caused by saturation, the separate estimation models for
the d- andq-axis are not possible. Thus, the parameters
RD,LσD,RQ,LσQ should be estimated together. Accord-
ingly, the cost function of estimation error can be stated as
follows

∆Y (R̂D, L̂σD, R̂Q, L̂σQ) =
N
∑

k=1

(

îf (R̂D, L̂σD) − if
) 2

k
+

+
N
∑

k=1

(

îd(R̂D, L̂σD)− id
) 2

k
+

N
∑

k=1

(

îq(R̂Q, L̂σQ) − iq
) 2

k

(54)
whereN is the number of measured points taken into ac-
count.

Due to saturation, the coefficients of estimation model
depend on the damper winding currents which are not mea-
surable and should be estimated. Because of that an iter-
ation procedure should be applied to solve the system of
two nonlinear algebraic equations, (12) and (20), for cur-
rentsiD and iQ, respectively. The block diagram of the
estimation algorithm for damper winding is shown in Fig.
7.

To provide synthetic data for testing of the damper
winding identification algorithm, the field side of the ma-
chine should be disturbed in such a way that considerable
currents in the damper winding are excited. In this study,
consecutive changes of the terminal voltage reference are
provided for that purpose (Fig. 8). First, terminal volt-
age reference is decreased for 5% and after timet1 it is
increased to the initial value and again, aftert1, decreased
for 5%.

In that way a large excitation disturbance is performed.
The corresponding simulated responses of the variables
which are used as measurements in the estimation mod-
els, (11)-(23) and (53), are shown in Fig. 9. These re-
sponses are obtained by using the mathematical model of
the one-saturated-generator infinite-bus system described
in section 3. It should be noted that a very slight differ-
ence exists between the responses obtained by both the
"dynamic" and "steady-state" saturation models.

Fig. 7. Block diagram of estimation algorithm for damper
winding

Fig. 8. Illustration of changes of terminal voltage reference
used in simulations

By performing the first stage of testing of the damper
winding identification algorithm, which is described in
subsection 4.1, it has been shown that the estimation is pos-
sible to be performed and the deviations of the estimates
from their true values are negligible. The linear estima-
tion models (11)-(14) and (19)-(21) have also been tested
and it has been shown that the estimation does not work
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Fig. 9. Simulated disturbance responses during consecutive changes of terminal voltage reference depicted in Fig. 8 for
t1 = 1 s, performed in operating pointUs = 0.999 p.u., P = 0.559 p.u.,Q = 0.358 p.u.

under saturated conditions. The second stage of the algo-
rithm testing has been performed for three different distur-
bances, which are created by changing parameterst1 and
t2 of the pattern shown in Fig. 8. The estimation errors
of the damper winding parameters are shown in Table 2.
Obviously, the damper winding estimates strongly depend
on kind of the performed excitation disturbance, particu-
larly the d- andq-axis leakage inductances. It should be
pointed out that the errors of the estimates are caused by a
slight deviation between two applied generator saturation
models; the "dynamic saturation model" is used to gener-
ate synthetic data and the "steady-state saturation model"
is used in the estimation algorithm.

Based on the presented results for the damper winding
estimates it can be concluded that an accurate estimation is
only possible if the identified machine saturation charac-
teristic perfectly matches the actual one. This shows that
measurements performed with standard equipment, with
common accuracy of e.g. 1%, used to identify the machine
saturation characteristics, would not be accurate enough
for the estimation purpose. In addition, it should be em-
phasized that the results presented in Table 2 have been
obtained by using data without noise corruption.

It is well known that the measurement noise reduces the
robustness of estimation process and can cause that the
estimation is not possible to be performed. For instance,

Table 2. Estimation error of damper winding parameters
t1 (s) t2 (s) Estimation error (%)

∆RD ∆LσD ∆RQ ∆LσQ

3.00 4.4 −39 −6.9 −1.3
1.00 2.00 −3.6 −43 −0.9 23

1.00 27 −25 −17 −50
2.25 6.6 −32 −8.5 18

0.75 1.50 −1.6 −44 −4.8 65
0.75 26 −20 −16 −60
1.50 6.4 −41 −7.5 28

0.50 1.00 0.1 −51 −7.2 27
0.50 19 0.9 −9.4 −51

such a case is measurement data obtained in HPP Peruća.
The machine variables responses during the large excita-
tion disturbance performed by the sudden change in the
terminal voltage reference by 2% are shown in Fig. 10.
By thoroughly analysis of the measured signals it has been
found out that the noise level is too high to be used for
the estimation purpose (SNR < 100 : 1). Thus, accord-
ing to the investigations presented in this paper it can be
concluded that validation of the methods for the damper
winding parameters on-line estimation, which have been
presented in papers dealing with this subject, are question-
able.
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Fig. 10. Measured (black) and smoothed (white) machine variables responses during large excitation disturbance per-
formed in operating pointUs = 0.994 p.u., P = 0.585 p.u.,Q = 0.167 p.u.

5 CONCLUSIONS

Based on an analytical saturation model, nonlinear iden-
tification algorithms for the rotor body parameters of the
synchronous hydro-generator are developed. These algo-
rithms have been tested using synthetic data obtained by
the one-generator infinite-bus system model simulation. It
has been shown that the wrong estimates are obtained if
the linear estimation model is used under saturated condi-
tions, particularly for the damper winding parameters. In
other words, under saturated conditions the nonlinear es-
timation model for field and damper winding have to be
used. Also, an influence of the saturation model accuracy
on the estimation process has been investigated. This study
has shown that a small deviation of the identified generator
saturated characteristic from the actual one, which is inside
of the measurement accuracy boundaries, can cause a large
error in the estimates of the damper winding. Particularly,
this is true for the damper winding leakage inductances.
The same deviation of the saturation characteristic does not
affect the estimation results for the field winding leakage
inductance. In this way, it has been proved that an accurate
estimation of the damper winding parameters, based on the
field side machine disturbance data, is not possible under
saturated conditions.

APPENDIX A - FITTING SURFACES COEFFI-
CIENTS FOR “STEADY-STATE SATURATION
MODEL”

By applying a procedure described in references [26,27]
on the measurement data performed on the generator under
the test, the coefficients of saturation characteristics (32)
and (33) are calculated and given in tables 3 and 4.

Table 3. Coefficients of polynomial(32)
ajk k

0 1 2
0 1.581E+0 -5.986E-1 -1.387E+0

j 1 -5.394E-1 1.297E+0 2.365E+0
2 5.049E-2 -6.299E-1 -1.032E+0

Table 4. Coefficients of polynomial(33)
bjk k

0 1 2 3
0 -4.544E-1 6.496E+0 -8.642E+0 3.173E+0

j 1 -3.300E-1 1.446E+1 -2.519E+1 1.068E+1
2 4.610E+0 1.363E+1 -3.688E+1 1.760E+1
3 3.781E-1 1.818E+1 -3.421E+1 1.494E+1
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Table 5. One-generator infinite-bus simulation parameters
Machine parameters

Rs Armature winding resistance 0.0043
Lσs Armature winding leakage inductance 0.1360
Rf Field winding resistance 0.0008
Lσf Field winding leakage inductance 0.1833
RD Damper winding resistance ind-axis 0.0083
LσD Damper winding leakage inductance ind-axis 0.1089
RQ Damper winding resistance inq-axis 0.0190
LσQ Damper winding leakage inductance inq-axis 0.1280
Lmd Direct axis magnetizing mutual inductance (unsaturated)1.0125
Lmq Quadrature axis magnetizing mutual inductance (unsaturated) 0.5840
H Inertia constant 1068.1
a Turns ratio 12.075

Transmission line parameters
Le Transmission line inductance 0.1360

Excitation system parameters
KP Proportional gain of PI controller 0.0500
TI Integral time of PI controller 314.16
TU Time constant of voltage transducer 6.2832

APPENDIX B - NOMENCLATURE AND VALUES
OF PARAMETERS USED IN SIMULATIONS

The machine under the test is 32-pole hydroturbine gen-
erator, and its nominal ratings are as follows: 34 MVA,
10.5 kV, 1870 A, power factor 0.9 and 187.5 rpm. The pa-
rameters of the hydro-generator along with its excitation
system and transmission line parameters used in the simu-
lations are listed in Table 5. All the parameters are referred
to the stator and are expressed in per-unit [21-25].
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